The Response of Carbon Metabolism and Antioxidant Defenses of Alfalfa Nodules to Drought Stress and to the Subsequent Recovery of Plants
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Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) plants were exposed to drought to examine the involvement of carbon metabolism and oxidative stress in the decline of nitrogenase (N2ase) activity. Exposure of plants to a moderate drought (leaf water potential of −1.3 MPa) had no effect on sucrose (Suc) synthase (SS) activity, but caused inhibition of N2ase activity (−43%), accumulation of succinate (−36%), and Suc (+58%), and up-regulation of genes encoding cytosolic CuZn-superoxide dismutase (SOD), plastid FeSOD, cytosolic glutathione reductase, and bacterial MnSOD and catalases B and C. Intensification of stress (−2.1 MPa) decreased N2ase (−82%) and SS (−30%) activities and increased malate (+40%), succinate (+68%), and Suc (−435%). There was also up-regulation (mRNA) of cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase and down-regulation (mRNA) of SS, homoglutathione synthetase, and bacterial catalase A. Drought stress did not affect nifH mRNA level or leghemoglobin expression, but decreased MoFe- and Fe-proteins. Rewatering of plants led to a partial recovery of the activity (75%) and proteins (nifH (mRNA)) of cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase and down-regulation (mRNA) of SS (−43%), accumulation of respiratory substrates and oxidized lipids and proteins, and the up-regulation of antioxidant genes reveal that bacteroids have their respiratory activity impaired and that oxidative stress occurs in nodules under drought conditions prior to any detectable effect on SS or leghemoglobin. We conclude that a limitation in metabolic capacity of bacteroids and oxidative damage of cellular components are contributing factors to the inhibition of N2ase activity in alfalfa nodules.

Drought is a major factor limiting crop production and has a particularly negative impact on symbiotic N2 fixation (Sprent, 1972; Zahran, 1999). However, the causes for the drought-induced inhibition of nitrogenase (N2ase) activity are still uncertain. Studies on soybean (Glycine max), common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), and pea (Pisum sativum) have shown that the inhibitory effects may be mediated by a decrease in nodule O2 permeability (Durand et al., 1987; Serraj and Sinclair, 1996; Ramos et al., 1999) and metabolic activity (Díaz del Castillo and Layzell, 1995). The finding that the activity of Suc synthase (SS), but not other carbon and nitrogen metabolism enzymes, rapidly declined in nodules upon imposition of stress provided strong evidence for a major role of SS in the inhibition of N2 fixation (González et al., 1995; Gordon et al., 1997; Ramos et al., 1999). A detailed biochemical analysis of the rug4 mutant of pea, which displays severely reduced SS activity, further demonstrated an essential role of SS in symbiosis (Gordon et al., 1999). These and subsequent results (Gálvez et al., 2005; Marino et al., 2006) led to the conclusion that SS is a critical regulatory enzyme in nodule carbon metabolism and in the early response of N2 fixation to drought. The authors suggested that the inhibition of SS activity restricts the availability of malate and other dicarboxylic acids for bacteroid respiration (Fig. 1A), and that this is responsible for the inhibition of N2ase activity (Gordon et al., 1997; Gálvez et al., 2005).

Another mechanism that could play a role in the drought-induced inhibition of N2 fixation, but has received much less attention, is oxidative stress. In plant
cells, this occurs when the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) overwhelms the antioxidant defenses (Fig. 1B). Indeed, drought induces oxidative stress in pea nodules (Gogorcena et al., 1995), and other types of abiotic stress also lead to general decreases of antioxidant activities that are associated with nodule senescence (Swaraj et al., 1994; Gogorcena et al., 1997; Hernández-Jiménez et al., 2002; Porcel et al., 2003). In addition, the application of low concentrations of paraquat, a ROS generator, to the rooting medium of pea plants inhibits SS activity of nodules prior to N\textsubscript{2}ase activity, suggesting that SS is an early target of oxidative stress in nodules (Marino et al., 2006). However, in all of these studies, the response of nodule antioxidants was not analyzed at the molecular level and in most of them N\textsubscript{2}ase activity was not monitored, making it difficult to establish a relationship between the decrease of antioxidant protection and the loss of nodule function.

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is a perennial forage legume of great agronomical interest that produces indeterminate nodules upon infection of roots with Sinorhizobium meliloti. Previous agronomical, physiological, and biochemical studies strongly suggest that alfalfa is more drought tolerant than pea (Moran et al., 1994) and ureide-producing grain legumes (Sinclair and Serraj, 1995).

Figure 1. Simplified representations of some metabolic routes examined in this work. A, Carbon and nitrogen metabolism in nodules of an amide-producing legume, such as alfalfa. Adapted from Arrese-Igor et al. (1999). B, Production of ROS and some major antioxidant systems in legume nodules. Adapted from Matamoros et al. (2003). AAT, Asp aminotransferase; ASC, ascorbate; ETC, electron transfer chain; GS, Gln synthetase; OAA, oxaloacetate; ox met, oxidative metabolism; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; PEPC, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle.
For example, photosynthesis was inhibited by 77% in pea leaves having a water potential ($\Psi_w$) of $-1.3$ MPa (Moran et al., 1994), but only decreased by 28% in alfalfa leaves at a $\Psi_w$ of $-1.8$ MPa (Rubio et al., 2002). This inhibition was accompanied by consistent decreases in antioxidant activities and soluble protein in pea leaves, but by either minor or no changes in alfalfa leaves. On the basis of this relatively high drought tolerance, we have selected alfalfa as plant material to test the hypotheses that the SS activity and the antioxidant defenses of nodules are involved in the drought-induced inhibition of $N_2$ase activity.

**RESULTS**

**Effect of Drought on $N_2$ase and Nodule Respiration**

The expression of $N_2$ase (mRNA, protein, and activity) was analyzed in nodulated alfalfa plants subjected to drought stress (Fig. 2). The mRNA level of the $nifH$ gene (encoding the Fe-protein of $N_2$ase) of *S. meliloti* was determined by quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR, normalized with housekeeping genes, and expressed relative to values of control plants (Fig. 2A). Following the same criteria for significant gene up-regulation (ratio >2) or down-regulation (ratio <0.5) in the qRT-PCR analysis as those generally used in cDNA array studies (El Yahyaoui et al., 2004), our results show that the $nifH$ mRNA level in alfalfa nodule bacteroids did not appreciably change under moderate or severe stress but decreased after the recovery period. Immunoblots revealed a significant decrease in the contents of the two proteins of $N_2$ase (MoFe-protein and Fe-protein), especially in nodules from severely stressed plants, and a partial (MoFe-protein) or complete (Fe-protein) recovery in nodules from reirrigated plants (Fig. 2B). The apparent $N_2$ase activity was measured as $H_2$ evolution in intact alfalfa plants ‘Aragón’ using an open flow-through system to minimize plant disturbance (Minchin et al., 1986). In alfalfa ‘Aragón,’ this activity consistently decreased upon application of moderate ($-43\%$) and severe ($-82\%$) drought stress, and recovered up to 75% of the control values after rewatering of plants (Fig. 2C).

An open flow-through system was also used to measure simultaneously $H_2$ and $CO_2$ evolution, and hence to determine $N_2$ase activity and some related parameters in control and drought-stressed plants of alfalfa ‘N4’ (Table I). A moderate drought stress induced a sharp decline ($-81\%$) in total $N_2$ase activity, which was accompanied by less pronounced decreases in total root respiration ($-54\%$) and in $N_2$ase-linked respiration ($-66\%$). The discrepancy between the extent of inhibition of $N_2$ase activity and its associated respiration can be explained by major increases in the carbon cost of $N_2$ase ($+126\%$) and in the $O_2$ diffusion resistance of nodules ($+158\%$).

**Effect of Drought on Organic Acids, Sugars, and Associated Enzymes**

The effects of drought on the major dicarboxylic acids (succinate, $\alpha$-ketoglutarate [$\alpha$KG], and malate) and sugars (Suc) of nodules were examined (Fig. 3A), as they are used by the host cells and bacteroids for the production of the energy and reducing power required for $N_2$ fixation and other metabolic reactions (Temple et al., 1998). The application of a moderate drought caused an accumulation of Suc ($+58\%$), no changes in malate, and a decrease ($-23\%$) in $\alpha$KG, relative to
values of control nodules. Intensification of stress had no further negative effect on the αKG content of nodules, but led to a consistent accumulation of succinate (+68%), malate (+42%), and Suc (+435%). Rewatering of plants caused the return of succinate and Suc to control values, whereas it sharply decreased (−48%) the nodule contents of αKG and malate.

Drought also affected the activities of some carbon and nitrogen metabolism enzymes in nodules (Fig. 3B), albeit the effects were less intense than those observed for carbon metabolites (Fig. 3A). In fact, the activities of SS, isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH), alkaline invertase (AI), and Glu synthase (GOGAT) in nodules of moderately stressed plants did not significantly differ from those of control plants. Application of severe drought stress only led to a minor decrease (−12%) in ICDH activity, but caused a significant decline (−30%) in SS, AI, and GOGAT activities. Upon rewatering of plants, SS activity returned to control values, ICDH and AI activities remained higher than the control (+20%), and GOGAT activity did not recover (Fig. 3B).

Effect of Drought on Antioxidant Enzymes of Nodule Host Cells

The high specificity and sensitivity afforded by qRT-PCR was central for the quantification of mRNAs encoding various isoforms of antioxidant enzymes, such as the superoxide dismutases (SODs), from the nodule host cells (Fig. 4A). Gene-specific primers (Supplemental Table S1) were designed for RT-PCR amplification of the cDNAs coding for CuZnSODc, CuZnSODp, plastidic FeSOD, and mitochondrial MnSOD. According to the criteria mentioned above for changes in gene expression to be considered significant, there was up-regulation of CuZnSODc and FeSOD under moderate drought and of CuZnSODp during recovery, but no changes in the expression of MnSOD for any of the treatments (Fig. 4A).

### Table 1. Effect of drought stress on parameters related to N₂ase activity, respiration, and O₂ diffusion resistance in alfalfa nodules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>Δ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N₂ase</td>
<td>μmol H₂ min⁻¹ plant⁻¹</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.27*</td>
<td>−81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRR</td>
<td>μmol CO₂ min⁻¹ plant⁻¹</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>3.12*</td>
<td>−54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMR</td>
<td>μmol CO₂ min⁻¹ plant⁻¹</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>2.03*</td>
<td>−41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLR</td>
<td>μmol CO₂ min⁻¹ plant⁻¹</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.15*</td>
<td>−66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon cost</td>
<td>mol CO₂ mol⁻¹ H₂</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>4.42*</td>
<td>+126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (−Ar)</td>
<td>s m⁻¹, × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.67*</td>
<td>+158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (+Ar)</td>
<td>s m⁻¹, × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.04*</td>
<td>+86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 3. Contents of carbon substrates and associated enzyme activities in nodules of alfalfa plants exposed to drought stress and following recovery from drought. A, Contents of dicarboxylic acids and Suc in nodules. B, Specific activities of ICDH, SS, AI, and GOGAT in nodules. Plant treatments and statistical analysis are as described in Figure 2. Values are means ± se of six to 10 replicates.
The expression of other antioxidant enzymes (Fig. 4A), as well as of other important proteins (Fig. 4B), was investigated in nodules. Cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase (APXc) and catalase are involved in the direct scavenging of H$_2$O$_2$; cytosolic glutathione reductase (GRc) in the detoxification of H$_2$O$_2$ and maintenance of glutathione in the reduced form; ferritin in the binding of free iron in a nontoxic form; and γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, glutathione synthetase, and homoglutathione synthetase (hGSHS) in the synthesis of thiol compounds (Matamoros et al., 2003; Puppo et al., 2005). The only relevant findings were the up-regulation of GRc under moderate drought and of APXc under severe drought (Fig. 4A), and the down-regulation of hGSHS and SS under severe drought (Fig. 4B). Also, the imposition of stress or the subsequent recovery of plants from drought had no significant effect on the content of leghemoglobin (Lb), which was approximately 0.12 mg mg$^{-1}$ protein for all treatments, and on the activities of CuZnSODc, CuZnSODp, MnSOD, FeSOD, APXc, GR, and catalase (data not shown). However, the protein level of the CuZnSODc isoform increased slightly in nodules of plants exposed to a moderate or severe (125%) drought stress and more markedly in nodules of plants recovered from drought (148%).

**Effect of Drought on Antioxidant Enzymes of Bacteroids**

Free-living and symbiotic S. meliloti contain two SOD and three catalase isoforms. The MnSOD (sodA) is located in the cytosol (Santos et al., 1999), whereas the CuZnSOD (sodC) is located in the periplasm (Ampe et al., 2003). Catalase A (katA) is mainly expressed in the bacteroids, catalase C (katC) in the bacteria within the infection threads, and catalase B (katB) in both the bacteria and bacteroids (Jamet et al., 2003). Using specific primers (Supplemental Table S1), we examined the effect of drought stress on the expression of the five genes in the bacteroids (Fig. 5). Application of a moderate water deficit to plants led to a modest, yet significant, increase in the sodA mRNA level, which returned to control values under severe stress and consistently decreased in the recovery treatment. In contrast, no changes were observed in sodC expression for any treatment. Interestingly, the kat genes were differentially expressed with drought stress, although the changes were modest in many cases (Fig. 5). Whereas katB and katC were up-regulated in nodules of moderately stressed plants, the mRNA level of katA markedly decreased during drought stress and remained low upon rewatering of plants. Also, in nodules of severely stressed plants, the katB gene remained up-regulated, but the mRNA level of katC did not differ significantly from the control.

**Effect of Drought on Antioxidant Metabolites**

The major redox metabolites of nodules were quantified using enzymatic methods and high-performance capillary electrophoresis (CE). This enabled us to determine not only the total amounts of ascorbate and thiol tripeptides, but also the proportions of their oxidized forms (Fig. 6). The content of total ascorbate (ascorbate + dehydroascorbate) in control alfalfa nodules was 5.9 μmol g$^{-1}$ dry weight (0.9 μmol g$^{-1}$ fresh weight), which is in the range reported for other legume nodules (Dalton et al., 1986; Gogorcena et al., 1995, 1997). Ascorbate decreased with moderate (230%) and severe (258%) drought stress and partially recovered (79% of control) upon rewatering of plants, whereas dehydroascorbate did not significantly vary with any of the treatments (Fig. 6). Dehydroascorbate accounted for approximately 19% of total ascorbate in nodules of plants exposed to a moderate or severe (+25%) drought stress and more markedly in nodules of plants recovered from drought (+148%).
nODULES OF A COMPARABLE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE. IN THIS RESPECT, WE SHOULD NOTE THAT, IN OUR HANDS, THE PROPORTION OF DEHYDROASCORBATE INCREASED UP TO 50% TO 60% IF ALFALFA OR COMMON BEAN NODULES WERE NOT HARVESTED DIRECTLY INTO LIQUID NITROGEN BUT LEFT INSTEAD TO STAND ON ICE FOR LESS THAN 1 H (J. LOSCOS, M.A. MATAMOROS, AND M. BECANA, UNPUBLISHED DATA).

MATURE ALFALFA NODULES HAVE BEEN REPORTED TO CONTAIN APPROXIMATELY TWO-THIRDS OF GSH (γGLU-CYS-GLY) AND ONE-THIRD OF hGSH (γGLU-CYS-βALA), A STRUCTURALLY RELATED HOMOLOG THAT IS PRESENT EXCLUSIVELY IN SOME LEGUME SPECIES AND TISSUES (MATAMOROS ET AL., 2003). THIS WAS CONFIRMED BY OUR DETERMINATIONS IN CONTROL NODULES OF 4 M MOL G−1 DRY WEIGHT (0.7 M MOL G−1 FRESH WEIGHT) OF GSH AND 2.1 M MOL G−1 DRY WEIGHT (0.3 M MOL G−1 FRESH WEIGHT) OF hGSH (Fig. 6). MODERATE OR SEVERE DROUGHT STRESS HAD NO EFFECT ON THE CONTENTS OF GSH OR hGSH, WHEREAS, DURING THE RECOVERY OF PLANTS, GSH SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASED (−30%) BUT hGSH REMAINED CONSTANT. AS A RESULT, THE PROPORTION OF GSH DECLINED FROM 67% IN CONTROL PLANTS TO 52% IN DROUGHT-RECOVERED PLANTS, AND THE PROPORTION OF hGSH INCREASED CONCOMITANTLY FROM 33% TO 48% (Fig. 6). THE OXIDIZED FORMS OF THE TWO THIOL TRIPETIDES REMAINED FAIRLY CONSTANT AND AT A LOW LEVEL (<4%) DURING DROUGHT AND SUBSEQUENT RECOVERY.

DISCUSSION

THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY WITH ALFALFA REVEAL THAT THE DECLINE OF N₂ASE ACTIVITY WITH DROUGHT DOES NOT INVOLVE AN INHIBITION OF SS ACTIVITY BUT A METABOLIC LIMITATION OF BACTEROIDS. THIS MAY BE CAUSED BY ALTERATIONS IN THE O₂ AVAILABILITY AND RESPIRATORY CAPACITY OF BACTEROIDS AND BY THE OXIDATIVE DAMAGE OF NODULE CELL COMPONENTS. TWO MAJOR DIFFERENCES IN THE RESPONSE OF...
carbon metabolism to drought were found with respect to previous results with other legumes. First, in alfalfa nodules, a moderate drought stress inhibited N\textsubscript{2}ase activity by 43% (Fig. 2) but had no effect on SS mRNA (Fig. 4B) and activity (Fig. 3), whereas concomitant decreases in SS and N\textsubscript{2}ase activities were observed in common bean (Ramos et al., 1999), pea (Gálvez et al., 2005), and soybean (González et al., 1999). Second, in alfalfa nodules subjected to severe drought stress, when N\textsubscript{2}ase was inhibited by 82%, the concentrations of malate and succinate increased by 40% and 68%, respectively (Fig. 3), whereas they declined progressively with drought in pea nodules (Gálvez et al., 2005). Consequently, in alfalfa nodules under stress conditions, SS activity was sufficient to sustain the production of both organic acids from Suc. The accumulation of Suc under drought stress was also reported for other legume nodules and was mainly attributed to the inhibition of SS activity (González et al., 1999; Ramos et al., 1999; Gálvez et al., 2005). Our results, especially with moderately stressed nodules, are in sharp contrast with this explanation and suggest that the accumulation of Suc in alfalfa nodules is caused by a still active import of Suc from the shoot, together with a limitation of Suc consumption in the nodules due to impairment of respiratory activity. Furthermore, the accumulation of dicarboxylic acids and Suc with drought stress (Fig. 3) indicates that nodule metabolism and, in particular, N\textsubscript{2}ase activity and respiration are not limited by the provision of reduced carbon.

The existence of metabolic limitations underpinning the drought-induced decline of N\textsubscript{2}ase activity was initially proposed on the basis that it was only partially restored by raising external O\textsubscript{2} concentration (Díaz del Castillo and Layzell, 1995; Serraj and Sinclair, 1996). A potential limiting factor is Lb degradation (Guerin et al., 1990; Irigoyen et al., 1992), but there was no effect of drought on the Lb content of alfalfa nodules, in agreement with earlier studies on pea (González et al., 1998) and soybean (Gordon et al., 1999). Another metabolic constraint for nodule activity under drought stress conditions could be a decrease in the respiratory capacity of the bacteroids (Díaz del Castillo and Layzell, 1995). This conclusion is supported by the accumulation of malate and succinate (Fig. 3), the main respiratory substrates of bacteroids (Lodwig and Poole, 2003), and by the reduction of N\textsubscript{2}ase-linked respiration (Table I). In accordance with this hypothesis, the increase in resistance to O\textsubscript{2} diffusion would be in response to an increase in O\textsubscript{2} concentration in the infected zone, due to reduced bacteroid respiration. The decline of organic acids in nodules of drought-recovered plants would then be explained by a reactivation of both N\textsubscript{2}ase activity and respiration in the bacteroids. Although our results cannot discern whether an alteration of bacteroid respiration is a cause or an effect of the inhibition of N\textsubscript{2}ase activity, the molecular analysis of N\textsubscript{2}ase expression provides some insight (Fig. 2). Moderate and severe drought stress did not significantly affect the mRNA levels of \textit{nifH}, but did decrease, to different extents, the contents of MoFe-protein and Fe-protein in bacteroids. These observations suggest that the loss of N\textsubscript{2}ase activity is, at least in part, caused by protein degradation, in addition to other probable factors such as a decrease in ATP and reducing power. Interestingly, rewatering of plants decreased the \textit{nifH} mRNA level but allowed the partial (MoFe-protein) or total (Fe-protein) recovery of the N\textsubscript{2}ase proteins, which may be indicative of an increased translation of the \textit{nifH} transcript or of a higher stability of the Fe-protein in the drought-recovered plants. In any case, N\textsubscript{2}ase activity was not completely restored, which suggests that nodule metabolism remains affected even after 2 d of plant rewatering. This metabolic limitation is evident by the significantly lower content of MoFe-protein in bacteroids and by the declines in malate content and GOGAT activity in nodules of drought-recovered plants (Fig. 3). In fact, GOGAT, which is a primary enzyme for nitrogen assimilation in alfalfa nodules (Temple et al., 1998),
may be limited by a lower availability of αKG. This enzyme activity is associated with nodule development and N₂ fixation (Groat and Vance, 1981) and appears to be particularly sensitive to drought stress (Ramos et al., 1999).

Another potential, and frequently overlooked, metabolic constraint of drought-stressed nodules is the oxidative damage of nodule components. Our results reveal that this occurs in alfalfa nodules. The up-regulation during drought of a number of genes involved in antioxidant protection, namely, Cu/ZnSODc, FeSOD, APXc, GRc, sodA, katB, and katC (Figs. 4A and 5), indicates that both the host cells and bacteroids are probably experiencing oxidative stress. This was confirmed by the accumulation of peroxidized lipids (estimated as MDA) and oxidatively modified proteins (estimated as carbonyl groups) in nodules during drought stress and subsequent recovery (Fig. 7). At least two factors may contribute to ensuing oxidative stress in alfalfa nodules. First, although the activities of APX and associated enzymes, as assayed in vitro, remained fairly constant with drought, a large decrease in the concentrations of ascorbate (Fig. 6) and remained fairly constant with drought, a large decrease in the concentrations of ascorbate and ascorbate-GSH cycle in vivo. Second, nonenzymatic formation of cytotoxic aldehydes and protein carbonyl derivatives (Fig. 7) requires the generation of highly oxidizing ROS, such as the hydroxyl radical, which in turn depend on trace amounts of metal ions (Stadtmann, 1992; Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1999). Indeed, catalytic iron (Gogorcena et al., 1995; Evans et al., 1999) and hydroxyl radical production (Becana and Klucas, 1992) have been found to increase in senescing nodules.

In summary, we conclude that a decrease in SS expression (mRNA and activity) is not the cause of the drought-induced loss of N₉ase activity in alfalfa. Interestingly, a similar response of nodule metabolism to drought was found in Medicago truncatula (R. Ladrera, E.M. González, and C. Arrese-Igor, unpublished data). This raises the possibility that the decrease in SS activity observed in other legumes is not directly responsible for the inhibition of N₉ase, but rather that the negative effects of drought on both activities are concomitant and mediated through another factor, possibly oxidative damage. Alternatively, it is possible that, depending on legume species, two models exist concerning the role of carbon metabolism in the inhibition of N₉ase activity by drought. In soybean, pea, and common bean, the inhibition would be mediated by SS, leading to a decrease in the organic acid levels of nodules. In alfalfa and M. truncatula, the inhibition would not involve SS activity and organic acids would accumulate in nodules. In any case, the accumulation of respiratory substrates, lipid peroxides, and oxidized proteins and the decrease of N₉ase proteins and N₉ase-linked respiration reveal that both impairment of bacteroid function and oxidative stress take place in alfalfa nodules before any detectable effect on SS expression. Further studies are required to determine if oxidative stress and effects on N₉ase protein content occur prior to, and therefore may be responsible for, the observed reduction in bacteroid respiration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biological Material and Plant Treatments

Nodulated plants of alfalfa (Medicago sativa 'Aragón' or 'NY' x Sinorhizobium meliloti 102F78) were grown in 4-L pots (six to eight plants per pot), containing 2:1 (v/v) perlite-vermiculite, under controlled-environment conditions (16-h photoperiod, 350 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹, 25°C/18°C day/night regime, 70% relative humidity). Plants were watered three times a week, alternatively with distilled water and a nutrient solution containing 0.5 mM NH₄NO₃. (Gogorcena et al., 1997). Plants of alfalfa 'Aragón' were grown for 50 to 55 d and were then separated at random into four groups. One of them (control) was kept under optimal water conditions and two other groups were subjected to drought stress by withholding irrigation until the plants reached a leaf Ψₑ (mean ± sD) of −1.3 ± 0.1 MPa (moderate drought; 5.7 d) and −2.1 ± 0.2 MPa (severe drought; 10 d). The fourth group of plants was also subjected to severe drought and then allowed to recover by reirrigation for 2 d (recovery). Control and recovery plants had a similar leaf Ψₑ of −0.6 ± 0.2 MPa. Leaf Ψₑ was measured 1 h after the beginning of the photoperiod in representative leaves, situated in the upper third of the shoot, with a pressure bomb (Soil Moisture Equipment). Nodule Ψₑ was measured in the same plants as leaf Ψₑ using CS2 sample chambers coupled to a HR-33T microvoltmeter (Wescor). Values of nodule Ψₑ (mean ± sD) were −0.8 ± 0.1, −1.5 ± 0.1, −2.5 ± 0.1, and −0.7 ± 0.1 MPa for the control, moderate stress, severe stress, and recovery treatments, respectively. Plants of alfalfa 'NY' were subjected to only a moderate drought stress (Ψₑ of −1.5 ± 0.1 MPa) and used to assess the respiration and carbon cost associated with N₉ase activity. Nodules were harvested into liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C, except for samples to be used for dry weight determination, which were dried for 48 h at 80°C.

N₉ase Activity and Root Respiration

Total N₉ase activity and nodulated root respiration were measured on intact plants using a flow-through gas system that incorporated H₂ detectors (Witty and Minchin, 1998). Root systems of alfalfa 'NY' were sealed in their growth pots, allowed to stabilize for 18 h in a stream of air enriched with 21% (v/v) O₂ (Witty and Minchin, 1998). The H₂ sensor was calibrated with high-purity gases flowing at the same rate as the sampling gas stream. H₂ concentrations were measured 1 h after the beginning of the photoperiod in intact plants using a flow-through gas system that incorporated H₂ detectors (Qubit Systems) in an open flow-through gas system under a stream of 21% (v/v) O₂. Respiration CO₂ production was measured using an IR gas analyzer, and N₉ase activity was measured as H₂ production using an electrochemical hydrogen sensor (City Technology Ltd.). After steady-state conditions had been reached following exposure to Ar/O₂ (within 65 min), the O₂ concentration in the gas stream was increased over the range 21% to 50% (0.55–20.45 mmol O₂ L⁻¹). N₉ase-linked respiration was calculated from the linear relationship between changes in total root respiration and H₂ production during the O₂ stepping period (Witty et al., 1985).

For alfalfa 'Aragón', the apparent N₉ase activity was measured in intact plants, as indicated above, by measuring H₂ evolution with an electrochemical sensor (Quibit Systems) in an open flow-through gas system under a stream of 79% (v/v) Ar and 21% (v/v) O₂. Respiratory CO₂ production was measured using an IR gas analyzer, and N₉ase activity was measured as H₂ production using an electrochemical hydrogen sensor (City Technology Ltd.). After steady-state conditions had been reached following exposure to Ar/O₂ (within 65 min), the O₂ concentration in the gas stream was increased over the range 21% to 50% (0.55–20.45 mmol O₂ L⁻¹). N₉ase-linked respiration was calculated from the linear relationship between changes in total root respiration and H₂ production during the O₂ stepping period (Witty et al., 1985).

Enzyme Activities, Soluble Protein, and Lb

All enzymes were extracted from nodules at 0°C to 4°C, and activities were measured at 30°C within the linear range. The enzymes involved in carbon and nitrogen metabolism were extracted in an optimized medium (Marino et al., 2006). Desalted extracts were used to assay SS (EC 2.4.1.13), Al (EC 3.2.1.26), NADP-dependent ICDH (EC 1.1.1.42), and NADH-dependent GOXAT (EC 1.4.1.14) by following the reduction of NAD⁺ (SS, Al), the reduction of NADP⁺ (ICDH), or the oxidation of NADH (GOGAT) at 340 nm. The protocols used for determination of SS and Al (González et al., 1995), ICDH (Gálvez et al., 2005), and GOGAT (Groat and Vance, 1981) activities have been described in detail in the corresponding references.
The SODs (EC 1.15.1.1) were extracted in a medium consisting of 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.8, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1% (w/v) soluble polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100. Total SOD activity was determined by the ferric cytochrome c method with modifications (Rubio et al., 2002). The CuZnSODc, CuZnSODp, plastidic FeSOD, and mitochondrial MnSOD isoforms were individualized in native gels and identified by differential inhibition with KCN or H2O2 (Rubio et al., 2002). APX (EC 1.11.1.11) and catalase (EC 1.11.1.6) were extracted in a medium containing 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, and 0.5% soluble polyvinylpyrrolidone, and the activities were assayed, respectively, following the disappearance of ascorbate at 290 nm (Asada, 1984) and the decomposition of H2O2 at 240 nm (Aebi, 1984). GR (EC 1.6.4.2) was extracted in a medium consisting of 50 mM Tricine, pH 7.8, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 1% soluble polyvinylpyrrolidone, and was assayed by following the oxidation of NADPH at 340 nm done, and was assayed by following the oxidation of NADPH at 340 nm (Dalton et al., 1986). Because organellar APXs are inactivated in extraction media lacking ascorbate, whereas the APXc is stable (Dalton et al., 1986; Amako et al., 1994), the activity assayed in nodule extracts was only due to APXc. However, the GR activity assayed corresponded to the sum of the cytosolic and plastidic isoforms.

Soluble protein was quantified by the dye-binding microassay (Bio-Rad) using bovine serum albumin as the standard. Lb concentration was determined by the pyridine-hemochrome method, using an extinction coefficient (556 nm minus 539 nm) of 23.4 mM-1 cm-1 for the difference spectrum between the reduced (+dithionite) and the oxidized (+ferriyanide) hemochrome (Appleby and Bergersen, 1980).

Carbon and Antioxidant Metabolites

Organic acids and sugars were extracted from nodules in 5% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid, and samples were processed as described by Wilson and Harris (1966) with minor modifications (Galvez et al., 2005). Succinate, malate, and αKG were quantified by ion chromatography in a DX-500 system (Dionex) by gradient separation with an IonPac AS11 column (Dionex) according to the method recommended by the supplier. Suc was analyzed by CE in a Coulter PACE system 5500 (Beckman) coupled to a diode array detector. The peaks in the samples and standard showed identical spectra, with a maximum of A265 and a shoulder at 495 nm (Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 1998).

The oxidative damage of proteins was measured by derivatization of carbonyl groups with DNP and subsequent separation of proteins on SDS gels, using the OxyBlot protein oxidation kit (Chemicon) according to the supplier’s recommendations. The DNP-hydrazone derivatives of proteins were detected on blots with rabbit specific anti-DNP as the primary antibody (1:150 dilution), a peroxidase conjugate of goat anti-rabbit IgG as the secondary antibody (1:3,000 dilution), and the SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescence kit (Pierce).

Immunoblot Analysis

Total proteins of nodules were denatured and prepared for electrophoresis as described by Gordon et al. (1999). Proteins were resolved in 10% (Nase) or 12.5% (CuZnSODc) SDS gels, and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Bio Trace PVDF; PALL Life Sciences) using a Mini Trans-Blot transfer cell (Bio-Rad) following standard protocols. The primary antibodies against the Klebsiella pneumoniae Kp1 and Kp2 Nase proteins (1:5,000) and spinach (Spinacia oleracea) CuZnSODc (1:3,000) were generously provided by P.W. Ludden (Madison, WI) and S. Kanematsu (Miyazaki, Japan), respectively. The secondary antibody (1:10,000 for Kp1 and Kp2; 1:20,000 for CuZnSODc) was goat anti-rabbit IgG peroxidase conjugate (Sigma). Proteins were detected on blots with the SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce). Densitometric semiquantitative analysis was performed with the Quantity One software (Bio-Rad).

Transcript Levels

Total RNA was isolated from nodules using the RNAlater aqueous kit (Ambion), treated with DNase (Roche) at 37°C for 30 min, and reverse transcribed using Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Promega). qRT-PCR analysis was performed using SYBR Green Supermix reagents (Bio-Rad) and specific primers for genes expressed in the nodule host cells and bacteria (Supplemental Table S1). The PCR program consisted of an initial denaturation and Taq activation step of 5 min at 95°C, followed by 50 cycles of 15 s at 95°C and 1 min at 60°C. A melting curve analysis was performed after every PCR reaction to confirm the accuracy of all amplified products. All reactions were set up in duplicate. The mRNA levels of alfalfa genes were normalized against EF-1α (El Yahyaoui et al., 2004) and those of S. meliloti genes against smc00324 and smc2264f (Becker et al., 2004). Values of treated plants were expressed relative to those of control plants using the 2-DDCt method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). The absence of contamination with genomic DNA was tested by qRT-PCR in all RNA samples, after the DNase treatment but prior to reverse transcription, using the primers of the housekeeping genes.

Statistical Analysis

Each measurement of Nase activity and associated parameters was made with a pool of three to five intact plants. Each biochemical assay was made with nodules harvested from plants growing in different pots. Data were obtained from two (Nase activity, carbon metabolism, and antioxidant enzymes and metabolites) or four to six (mRNAs of antioxidant enzymes) series of plants that were grown independently. The total numbers of replicates are stated in each figure. For each treatment, the measurements from the different series of plants were pooled for statistical analysis. For each parameter, the mean values of the drought and recovery treatments were compared with the controls by ANOVA and Dunnett’s t test.

Supplemental Data

The following material is available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Table S1. Primers used for qRT-PCR.
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